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Strategy for Job Hunting by University/College Students
and Recruitment by Companies under the Context of
“Regional Revitalization”and“Keeping Globally
Competent Human Resources”: From the Result of Social 
Research in Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu District
NAOKI DN ABE, Ph.D 　YOJI KITAO
MAKOTO NARITA
The purpose of this paper is to analyze what strategy does university/college students adopt in 
their job hunting from the result of social research. At the same time we would like to extract 
effective solvency for companies located in local cities when they recruit the local students. Two 
scales “Regional Revitalization” and “Keeping Globally Competent Human Resources” provide 
important angles in this paper. In order to decrease unfortunate gap between students and 
recruiters, our survey focuses on expectations and support needed by students in the period of 
job hunting as same as adequate approach from companies side.
Keywords: Local Recruitment from the Region, Candidate for Working Overseas, Recruitmentology,
            Internal Globalization
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